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extend your productivity to include groups that modify mesh by automatically updating all faces whose normal vector is parallel to the surface plane. new design level functions and geometry are automatically selected based on the surface type. any selection or geometry tools can be scheduled, with the user being able to determine
when the scheduled action is performed. improve the effectiveness of your cad/cam applications with some new features designed to meet the needs of different type of users. on the print dialog box, you can now take advantage of dynamic guides to help you select a good print path while also showing the z-values. you can also add
or subtract material quantities to make sure you have the right amount of material on a part for the job at hand. the properties palette now includes the bevel option and support for different thickness settings for soft and hard edges. you can still use a "hard edge" tool for any path where you need the highest level of detail, but you
can also choose to use a "soft edge" tool for joining paths in areas that won't necessarily need to be created with such detail. an entirely new user experience and enhanced functionality make it easier to work with solid edge documents. new features include the ability to save and load designs, drag-and-drop file attachments, dual

parameter editors, and online documentation. it is also easier to improve work flow by enabling self-navigating, multi-field search, and high-quality thumbnails. in addition, solid edge rt has been redesigned with new visual styles that boost clarity and reduce the visual clutter.
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siemens solid edge 2020 software transforms industrial engineering into a collaborative, machine process - creating and delivering electronic products. advanced electronics manufacturing, such as 3d printing
and cloud integration, continue to propel the design, development and manufacturing processes. but it is the new capabilities in solid edge 2020 that makes the process of designing, testing and manufacturing

electronics as fast and as easy as possible. the ability to visualize and edit designs while in production enhances the ability to quickly troubleshoot and reduce manufacturing costs. the enhanced editing
functionality of the new solid edge 2020 software makes troubleshooting and optimizing operations much more efficient. designers can view components at different scales and resolutions, making it easier to
spot problems in a rough component without having to re-scale the image. meanwhile, designers can make accurate edits to the geometry of an object in the assembly, enhancing the value of the component.
solid edge cam pro 2020 can transform solid edge into a dynamic and collaborative tool for electronics manufacturing, from design to manufacturing, via cloud computing. an improved cam (computer-aided
manufacturing) data filter makes it easier to search and filter cam data. and designers can create new cam rules and characteristics to manage complex features such as embedded dimensions, cam path,

triangulation tolerances and edge notches. the result is the ability to perform more precise cam operations. solid edge components are prepared using a range of surface treatments such as coating, painting,
laminating, and ancillary preparation. but with solid edge 2020’s advanced coating capabilities, embedded cam and new 3d graphics, the ability to simulate complex surface treatments has been improved.

advanced applications such as pain-free coating, thermal spray and automated paint coating are now available for the rapid 3d creation, simulation and application of complex exterior surface treatments. cam
surface treatment treats, for example, the ability to simulate more complex coating methods (including ceramics, glass, solar, decorative coatings and powder coatings) as well as the ability to use cam surface

treatments for texture and metallic coatings. 5ec8ef588b
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